Drawn from the personal collection of Christine “LadyBee” Kristen, these jewelry selections epitomize Burning Man’s culture of making, gifting, and collecting and were made by professional jewelers, as well as untrained craftspeople. Kristen began collecting jewelry in 1995.

1. Donna Eck, *Domino pendant*, 2014
2. Ruby Bettencourt and Jeff Howe, *Temple pendant*, 2014
6. Unknown maker, *BRC map pendant*, 2015
22. Rodman Miller, *Glass pendant*, 2015
25. Ruby Bettencourt and Jeff Howe, *Whirled Medallion*, 2013
    Loan courtesy of Harley K. Dubois
    Collection of Nevada Museum of Art
    Center for Art + Environment Archive Collections
    Gift of Mark Hammon
31. Howard Peter, *Ceramic Man pendant*, 2005
34. Peter Hudson, *Charon pendant*, 2011
42. Duane and Gary Hoover, *Pewter Man*, 2006

All jewelry is on loan from the collection of Christine “Lady Bee” Kristen, unless otherwise noted.